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“A surprise from the author of Chocolat,” New York Times bestselling author Joanne
M. Harris, “this pacy adult fantasy is narrated by Loki, the Norse god of fire and
mischief” (Vogue). This novel is a brilliant first-person narrative of the rise and fall of the
Norse gods—retold from the point of view of the world’s ultimate trickster, Loki. A #1
bestseller in the UK, The Gospel of Loki tells the story of Loki’s recruitment from the
underworld of Chaos, his many exploits on behalf of his one-eyed master, Odin,
through to his eventual betrayal of the gods and the fall of Asgard itself. Using her
lifelong passion for the Norse myths, New York Times bestseller Joanne M. Harris has
created a vibrant and powerful fantasy novel that the Sunday Sun recommends “to her
long-standing audience with wit, style, and obvious enjoyment;” The Sunday Times
claims it “lively and fun;” and The Metro adds that “Harris has enormous fun with her
antihero...this mythical bad boy should beguile fans of Neil Gaiman.”
A lushly illustrated set of dark, captivating fairy tales from the bestselling author of The
Gospel of Loki with illustrator Charles Vess (Stardust). The beauty of stories; you never
know where they will take you. Full of dreams and nightmares, Honeycomb is an
entrancing mosaic novel of original fairy tales from bestselling author Joanne M. Harris
and legendary artist Charles Vess in a collaboration that’s been years in the making.
The toymaker who wants to create the perfect wife; the princess whose heart is won by
words, not actions; the tiny dog whose confidence far outweighs his size; and the
sinister Lacewing King who rules over the Silken Folk. These are just a few of the weird
and wonderful creatures who populate Joanne Harris’s first collection of fairy tales.
Dark, gripping, and brilliantly imaginative, these magical tales will soon have you in their
thrall in a uniquely illustrative edition. The tales are beautifully illustrated by renowned
illustrator Charles Vess (Stardust, Sandman, The Books of Earthsea).
The seventh installment in Jasper Fforde’s New York Times bestselling series follows
literary detective Thursday Next on another adventure in her alternate reality of
literature-obsessed England—from the author of Early Riser With more than one million
books in print worldwide, Jasper Fforde’s beloved series charms a growing number of
readers with each new adventure. In The Woman Who Died a Lot, Thursday Next faces
her trickiest assignment yet. When her former SpecOps division is reinstated, Thursday
assumes she’s the obvious choice to lead the Literary Detectives. Instead, she’s put in
charge of the Swindon All-You-Can-Eat-at-Fatso’s Drink Not Included Library. But
where Thursday goes, trouble follows. As the new Chief Librarian faces one-hundredpercent budget cuts and the ever-evil Jack Schitt, the Next children face their own
career hiccups—and possible nonexistence.
An electrifying tale of psychological suspense and revenge at an elite boarding school
where secrets run deep. "A dark world of emotional complexity and betrayal, where
twist follows twist and nothing is what it seems."—Alex Michaelides, bestselling author of
The Silent Patient "Exhilarating. Addictive. Fierce."—Bridget Collins, bestselling author of
The Binding "A psychological thriller you can't put down and an antiheroine you won't
forget."—Harlan Coben *** Now I'm in charge, the gates are my gates. The rules are my
rules. It's an incendiary moment for St Oswald's school. For the first time in its history, a
headmistress is in power, the gates opening to girls. Rebecca Buckfast has spilled
blood to reach this position. Barely forty, she is just starting to reap the harvest of her
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ambition. As the new regime takes on the old guard, the ground shifts. And with it, the
remains of a body are discovered. But Rebecca is here to make her mark. She'll bury
the past so deep it will evade even her own memory, just like she has done before.
After all, you can't keep a good woman down.
Try me...Test me...Taste me.When an exotic stranger, Vianne Rocher, arrives in the
French village of Lansquenet and opens a chocolate boutique directly opposite the
church, Father Reynaud identifies her as a serious danger to his flock especially as it
The squabbling Norse gods and goddesses of Runemarks are back! And there's a
feisty new heroine on the scene: Maggie, a girl the same age as Maddy but brought up
a world apart - literally, in World's End, the focus of the Order in which Maddy was
raised. Now the Order is destroyed, Chaos is filling the vacuum left behind... and is
breaching the everyday world. A chilling prophecy from the Oracle. A conflict between
two girls. And with just twelve days to stave off the Apocalypse, carnage is about to be
unleashed . . .
Try me . . . test me . . . taste me . . . Joanne Harris’s Chocolat trilogy has tantalized
readers with its sensuous descriptions of chocolate since it was first published. Now, to
celebrate the much-loved story of Vianne Rocher’s deliciously decadent chocolaterie,
Joanne Harris and Fran Warde have created the ultimate book of chocolate lore and
recipes from around the world, bringing a touch of magic to your kitchen.
Maddy Smith, who bears the mysterious mark of a rune on her hand, learns that she is
destined to join the gods of Norse mythology and play a role in the fate of the world.

It's the summer holidays and Amber is bored. So when she meets non-conformist
Dowdie, she is bowled over. Dowdie lives in a commune known as the
Community, and gradually, Amber finds herself drawn into it. She discovers that
Dowdie is an Amethyst child - a child with special talents unrecognised by normal
society - and that her father, James, the leader of the commune, believes Amber
is one too. Meanwhile Amber also meets Johnny, a gorgeous loner who shares
her interest in photography. But Johnny is very dismissive of the Community, a
place Amber now holds dear. Torn between Johnny and her friend Dowdie,
Amber finds herself being drawn into a world of dark and dangerous secrets.
Secrets which can only end in death and disillusionment…
A book about being the eldest child in the family, finding inner strength, and
conquering fear Josh is as brave as a Viking warrior. And not much can scare a
Viking. Not even bullies. But the two littlest Vikings are so fearless they think
they're invincible. When Pop takes the family to Viking World, the two littlest
Vikings go berserk. Josh is in for one rocky ride as he discovers just how far he'll
go to keep them safe.
Your favourite authors have been gripped by this electric psychological thriller! 'A
dark world of emotional complexity and betrayal, where twist follows twist and
nothing is what it seems' ALEX MICHAELIDES 'Exhilarating, addictive, fierce'
BRIDGET COLLINS 'A psychological thriller you can't put down and an
antiheroine you won't forget' HARLAN COBEN 'Dark, Gothic, and propulsively
readable - past secrets and present discoveries entangle in an intricately crafted
conclusion' RUTH WARE 'Engrossing, cunning, sharp, sinister . . . kept me
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enthralled till the final pages' CHRIS WHITAKER 'A clever chess game of
repressed fears, power struggles, secrets and lies' LUCY ATKINS 'A complex,
chilling mystery full of shifting truths and dark corners where the unburied past
lies in wait' TAMMY COHEN 'A dark and richly enjoyable novel that already feels
like a classic' ELLY GRIFFITHS 'Irresistibly readable, dark and brilliant with a
masterful emotional punch' CATRIONA WARD * * * * * Now I'm in charge, the
gates are my gates. The rules are my rules. It's an incendiary moment for St
Oswald's school. For the first time in its history, a headmistress is in power, the
gates opening to girls. Rebecca Buckfast has spilled blood to reach this position.
Barely forty, she is just starting to reap the harvest of her ambition. As the new
regime takes on the old guard, the ground shifts. And with it, the remains of a
body are discovered. But Rebecca is here to make her mark. She'll bury the past
so deep it will evade even her own memory, just like she has done before. After
all... You can't keep a good woman down. * * * * * Praise for Joanne Harris's
other books set in the St Oswald's world - which all read as standalone thrillers:
'A masterpiece of misdirection' Val McDermid 'Delivers an almighty twist . . .
brilliantly atmospheric ' The Times 'Crime novel or literary novel? Categories
really don't matter; readers will find themselves comprehensively gripped'
Independent '[A] gripping psychological thriller . . . Harris is one of our most
accomplished novelists' Daily Express 'Marvellously mischievous' Good
Housekeeping 'A classic whodunnit with the characters carefully crafted and the
tension at a knife edge' Sunday Express '[A] delicious black comedy' Daily Mail
This is a book of Russian folklore retold for young people and the young at heart.
The tales are a good sampling of Slavic marchen. The stories in this book are
those that Russian peasants tell their children and each other. This is a book
written far away in Russia, for English children who play in deep lanes with wild
roses above them in the high hedges, or by the small singing becks that dance
down the gray fells at home. Russian fairyland is quite different. Under the
windows of the author's house, the wavelets of the Volkhov River are beating
quietly in the dusk. A gold light burns on a timber raft floating down the river.
Beyond the river in the blue midsummer twilight is the broad Russian steppe and
the distant forests of Novgorod. Somewhere in that forest of great trees--a forest
so big that the forests of England are little woods beside it--is the hut where old
Peter sits at night and tells these stories to his grandchildren. In Russia hardly
anybody is too old for fairy stories, and the author even overheard soldiers on
their way to the WWI talking of very wise and very beautiful princesses as they
drank their tea by the side of the road. He believed there must be more fairy
stories told in Russia than anywhere else in the world. In this book are a few of
those he liked best. The author spent time in Russia during World War I as a
journalist for the radical British newspaper, the Daily News, meeting among
others, Lenin and Trotsky and was also known in the London bohemian artistic
scene. 33% of the net from the sale of this book will be donated to charities for
educational purposes. YESTERDAY'S BOOKS for TOMORROW'S
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EDUCATIONS
When the exotic stranger Vianne Rocher arrives in the old French village of
Lansquenet and opens a chocolate boutique called “La Celeste Praline” directly
across the square from the church, Father Reynaud identifies her as a serious
danger to his flock. It is the beginning of Lent: the traditional season of selfdenial. The priest says she’ll be out of business by Easter. To make matters
worse, Vianne does not go to church and has a penchant for superstition. Like
her mother, she can read Tarot cards. But she begins to win over customers with
her smiles, her intuition for everyone’s favourites, and her delightful confections.
Her shop provides a place, too, for secrets to be whispered, grievances aired.
She begins to shake up the rigid morality of the community. Vianne’s plans for
an Easter Chocolate Festival divide the whole community. Can the solemnity of
the Church compare with the pagan passion of a chocolate éclair? For the first
time, here is a novel in which chocolate enjoys its true importance, emerging as
an agent of transformation. Rich, clever, and mischievous, reminiscent of a folk
tale or fable, this is a triumphant read with a memorable character at its heart.
Says Harris: “You might see [Vianne] as an archetype or a mythical figure. I
prefer to see her as the lone gunslinger who blows into the town, has a
showdown with the man in the black hat, then moves on relentless. But on
another level she is a perfectly real person with real insecurities and a very
human desire for love and acceptance. Her qualities too - kindness, love,
tolerance - are very human.” Vianne and her young daughter Anouk, come into
town on Shrove Tuesday. “Carnivals make us uneasy,” says Harris, “because of
what they represent: the residual memory of blood sacrifice (it is after all from the
word "carne" that the term arises), of pagan celebration. And they represent a
loss of inhibition; carnival time is a time at which almost anything is possible.”
The book became an international best-seller, and was optioned to film quickly.
The Oscar-nominated movie, with its star-studded cast including Juliette Binoche
(The English Patient) and Judi Dench (Shakespeare in Love), was directed by
Lasse Hallstrom, whose previous film The Cider House Rules (based on a John
Irving novel) also looks at issues of community and moral standards, though in a
less lighthearted vein. The idea for the book came from a comment her husband
made one day while he was immersed in a football game on TV. “It was a
throwaway comment, designed to annoy and it did. It was along the lines
of...Chocolate is to women what football is to men…” The idea stuck, and Harris
began thinking that “people have these conflicting feelings about chocolate, and
that a lot of people who have very little else in common relate to chocolate in
more or less the same kind of way. It became a kind of challenge to see exactly
how much of a story I could get which was uniquely centred around chocolate.”
Rich with metaphor and gorgeous writing...sit back and gorge yourself on
Chocolat.
Stories are like Russian dolls; open them up, and in each one you’ll find another
story. Come to the house where it is Christmas all year round; meet the ghost
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who lives on a Twitter timeline; be spooked by a newborn baby created with
sugar, spice and lashings of cake. Conjured from a wickedly imaginative pen,
here is a new collection of short stories that showcases Joanne Harris’s
exceptional talent as a teller of tales, a spinner of yarns. Sensuous, mischievous,
uproarious and wry, here are tales that combine the everyday with the
unexpected; wild fantasy with bittersweet reality.
From the author of Chocolat, an intoxicating fairy tale of alchemy and love where
wine is the magic elixir. Jay Mackintosh is a 37-year-old has-been writer from
London. Fourteen years have passed since his first novel, Jackapple Joe, won
the Prix Goncourt. His only happiness comes from dreaming about the golden
summers of his boyhood that he spent in the company of an eccentric vintner
who was the inspiration of Jay's debut novel, but who one day mysteriously
vanished. Under the strange effects of a bottle of Joe's '75 Special, Jay decides
to purchase a derelict yet promising château in Lansquenet-sous-Tannes. There,
a ghost from his past waits to confront him, and his new neighbour, the reclusive
Marise - haunted, lovely and dangerous - hides a terrible secret behind her
closed shutters. Between them, there seems to be a mysterious chemistry. Or
could it be magic? Joanne Harris's previous novel, Chocolat, was both a dazzling
literary success and a commercial triumph. Chocolat, the major motion picture
directed by Lasse Hallström (The Cider House Rules), was released in
December 2000, starring Juliette Binoche, Johnny Depp, Dame Judy Dench,
Alfred Molina, and Lena Olin.
Tender Morsels is a dark and vivid story, set in two worlds and worrying at the
border between them. Liga lives modestly in her own personal heaven, a world
given to her in exchange for her earthly life. Her two daughters grow up in this
soft place, protected from the violence that once harmed their mother. But the
real world cannot be denied forever—magicked men and wild bears break down
the borders of Liga’s refuge. Now, having known Heaven, how will these three
women survive in a world where beauty and brutality lie side by side?
A dark and intricately plotted tale of a poisonously dysfunctional family, a blind child
prodigy, and a serial murderer who is not who he seems. Told through posts on a
webjournal called badguysrock, this is a thriller that makes creative use of all the
multiple personalities, disguise and mind games that are offered by playing out a life on
the internet.
Seven o’clock on a Monday morning, five hundred years after the end of the world, and
goblins had been at the cellar again. . . . Not that anyone would admit it was goblins. In
Maddy Smith’s world, order rules. Chaos, old gods, fairies, goblins, magic,
glamours–all of these were supposedly vanquished centuries ago. But Maddy knows
that a small bit of magic has survived. The “ruinmark” she was born with on her palm
proves it–and makes the other villagers fearful that she is a witch (though helpful in
dealing with the goblins-in-the-cellar problem). But the mysterious traveler One-Eye
sees Maddy’s mark not as a defect, but as a destiny. And Maddy will need every scrap
of forbidden magic One-Eye can teach her if she is to survive that destiny.
When Framboise Simon returns to a small village on the banks of the Loire, the locals
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do not recognize her as the daughter of the infamous woman they hold responsible for
a tragedy during the German occupation years ago. But the past and present are
inextricably entwined, particularly in a scrapbook of recipes and memories that
Framboise has inherited from her mother. And soon Framboise will realize that the
journal also contains the key to the tragedy that indelibly marked that summer of her
ninth year. . . .
Before the sweet delight of Chocolat, before the heady concoction that is Blackberry
Wine, and before the tart pleasures of Five Quarters of the Orange, bestselling author
Joanne Harris wrote Sleep, Pale Sister -- a gothic tourde-force that recalls the
powerfully dark sensibility of her novel Holy Fools. Originally published in 1994 -- and
never before available in the United States -- Sleep, Pale Sister is a hypnotically
atmospheric story set in nineteenth century London. When puritanical artist Henry
Chester sees delicate child beauty Effie, he makes her his favorite model and, before
long, his bride. But Henry, volatile and repressed, is in love with an ideal. Passive,
docile, and asexual, the woman he projects onto Effie is far from the woman she really
is. And when Effie begins to discover the murderous depths of Henry's hypocrisy, her
latent passion will rise to the surface. Sleep, Pale Sister combines the ethereal beauty
of a Pre-Raphaelite painting with a chilling high gothic tale and is a testament to
Harris's brimming cornucopia of talents. This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of
insights into the book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.
"Does it seem reasonable to you that a Regency continues—into an Emperor's thirtieth
year " "No, m'lord," Shoka said. "Not to us, either. Not to many of us. We were ready to
make that objection—when lord Gitu overran Yijang and Hua.... Assassinations,
elsewhere. Hired killers. Bands of mercenaries traveling under imperial orders. The
Emperor'sseal, and the Regent's orders. How do we stop such a thing How do we
prevent it—when every lord able to lead is apprehended, assassinated, when they strip
us of men, even boys out of the fields—go to Saukendar, some said. Go to Saukendar.
They urged me to send to you. This time he has to listen, they said. But if I had
sent—and Ghita had known—you understand—" Reidi gave an uncomfortable twitch of the
shoulders. His horse shifted again. "I had no true hope that you'd come. You'd indicated
to the villagers—that you had no wish to hear from anyone. That you would refuse any
such petitions—" "You were watching me." "It's my village, m'lord—as the Regent pointed
out to me again and again, and threatened my life should you leave that mountain. Of
course the word came to me. I tried to get a messenger down the road to you when I
knew you'd left Mon.... We believed you'd come back to deal with Ghita and his
partisans." Shoka felt cold, cold all the way to the bones. "There are men ready to
follow you, lord Saukendar. There are men who've committed their lives to this— We
didn't know the hour. We only believed. Now you've come back ..." "It's gripping drama,
tightly focussed and inexorable as Taizu herself. Read The Paladin and you'll never
settle for another ordinary sword-wielding female." —Faren Miller LOCUS At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management)
The tantalizing sequel to the blockbuster New York Times bestseller Chocolat Even
before it was adapted into the Oscar-nominated film starring Juliette Binoche and
Johnny Depp, Joanne Harris’s Chocolat entranced readers with its mix of hedonism,
whimsy, and, of course, chocolate. Now, at last, Chocolat’s heroine returns to the
beautiful French village of Lansquenet in another, equally beguiling tale. When Vianne
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Rocher receives a letter from beyond the grave, she has no choice but to return to
Lansquenet, where she once owned a chocolate shop and learned the meaning of
home. But returning to one’s past can be a dangerous pursuit, and Vianne and her
daughters find the beautiful French village changed in unexpected ways: women veiled
in black, the scent of spices in the air, and—facing the church—a minaret. Most surprising
of all, her old nemesis, Francis Reynaud, desperately needs her help. Can Vianne work
her magic once again?
Joanne Harris, bestselling author of Chocolat, presents her most accomplished novel
yet -- an intoxicating concoction that blends theology and reason, deception and
masquerade, with a dash of whimsical humor and a soupçon of sensuality. Britanny,
1610. Juliette, a one-time actress and rope dancer, is forced to seek refuge among the
sisters of the abbey of Sainte Marie-de-la-mer. Reinventing herself as Soeur Auguste,
Juliette makes a new life for herself and her young daughter, Fleur. But when the kindly
abbess dies, Juliette's comfortable existence begins to unravel. The abbey's new leader
is the daughter of a corrupt noble family, and she arrives with a ghost from Juliette's
past -- Guy LeMerle, a man she has every reason to fear and hate. This P.S. edition
features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including author interviews,
recommended reading, and more.
For generations, privileged young men have attended St. Oswald's Grammar School for
Boys, groomed for success by the likes of Roy Straitley, the eccentric Classics teacher
who has been a fixture there for more than thirty years. This year, however, the wind of
unwelcome change is blowing, and Straitley is finally, reluctantly, contemplating
retirement. As the new term gets under way, a number of incidents befall students and
faculty alike, beginning as small annoyances but soon escalating in both number and
consequence. St. Oswald's is unraveling, and only Straitley stands in the way of its ruin.
But he faces a formidable opponent with a bitter grudge and a master strategy that has
been meticulously planned to the final, deadly move.

Four of the bestselling names in romance and fantasy come together in this
collection of thrilling novellas featuring powerful women who know how to handle
a hex or two.
Because I am a girl I am less likely to go to school Because I am a girl I am more
likely to suffer from malnutrition Because I am a girl I am more likely to suffer
violence in the home Because I am a girl I am more likely to marry and start a
family before I reach my twenties. Eight authors have visited eight different
countries and spoken to young women and girls about their lives, struggles and
hopes. The result is an extraordinary collection of writings about prejudice,
abuse, and neglect, but also about courage, resilience and changing attitudes.
Proceeds from sales of this book will go to PLAN, one of the world's largest childcentered community development organisations.
World Fantasy Award-Winner First time available in an e-book edition "Rich and
regal." —The New York Times Young Sybel, the heiress of powerful wizards,
needs the company of no-one outside her gates. In her exquisite stone mansion,
she is attended by exotic, magical beasts: Riddle-master Cyrin the boar; the
treasure-starved dragon Gyld; Gules the Lyon, tawny master of the Southern
Deserts; Ter, the fiercely vengeful falcon; Moriah, feline Lady of the Night. Sybel
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only lacks the exquisite and mysterious Liralen, which continues to elude her
most powerful enchantments. But Sybel's solitude is to be shattered when a
desperate soldier arrives bearing a mysterious child. Soon Sybel will discover
that the world of men is full of love, deceit, and the temptations of vast power.
A beautiful epic of love, longing, redemption, and enchantment in the tradition of
Marion Zimmer Bradley?s The Mists of Avalon Iceland, AD 1000 Freya knows
that her people are doomed. Warned by the Fates of an impending disaster, she
must embark on a journey to find a magnificent gold necklace, one said to
possess the power to alter the course of history. But even as Freya travels deep
into the mountains of Iceland, the country is on the brink of war. The new world
order of Christianity is threatening the old ways of Iceland?s people, and tangled
amidst it all are two star-crossed lovers who destiny draws them together?even
as their families are determined to tear them apart Infused with the rich history
and mythology of Iceland, Betsy Tobin?s sweeping novel is an epic adventure of
forbidden love, lust, jealousy, faith and magical wonder set under the shadow of
a smoldering volcano.
RunemarksKnopf Books for Young Readers
Following an attack on her family, fifteen-year-old Thora is enslaved by a british
Viking chieftain, Bjorn Svanson. A healer and a midwife, Thora is valuable. She
also has visions of the future . . . and in one she foresees Svanson's death.
When her prediction becomes reality, Thora recognizes that another of
Svanson's slaves is a man she has seen before-a man from recurrent visions
who is destined to be part of her future. Assuming Svanson's identity, the slave
and Thora use the dead man's ships to escape. Their destination is Iceland, the
then uncharted 'land of fire and ice'. To succeed they must first win over
Svanson's crew, and their journey is fraught with hardship and danger. But their
troubles are only just beginning. Soon, newcomers are among them and
someone is stealing from Thora's medicines to cause terrible harm. Under
suspicion herself, can Thora unmask the real culprit and clear her name? And
can Thora and the man now known as Bjorn ever really hope that their pasts
won't catch up with.
Each of the twenty-two tales in this enchanting collection is a surprise and a
delight, melding the poignant and the possible with the outrageous, the magical,
and, sometimes, the eerily haunting. Wolf men, dolphin women, defiant old
ladies, and middle-aged manufacturers of erotic leatherwear -- in Jigs & Reels
the miraculous goes hand in hand with the mundane, the sour with the sweet,
and the beautiful, the grotesque, the seductive, and the disturbing are never
more than one step away. Whether she's exploring the myth of beauty, the pain
of infidelity, or the wonder of late-life romance, Joanne Harris once again proves
herself a master of the storyteller's trade.
I am as brown as brown can be, And my eyes as black as sloe; I am as brisk as
brisk can be, And wild as forest doe. (The Child Ballads, 295) So begins a
beautiful tale of love, loss and revenge. Following the seasons, A Pocketful of
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Crows balances youth and age, wisdom and passion and draws on nature and
folklore to weave a stunning modern mythology around a nameless wild girl. Only
love could draw her into the world of named, tamed things. And it seems only
revenge will be powerful enough to let her escape. Beautifully illustrated by
Bonnie Helen Hawkins, this is a stunning and original modern fairytale.
In the sequel to The Gospel of Loki, Loki’s adventures continue when he finds a way
out of the end of the world and plans to restart the power of the Norse gods. The end of
the world—also known as Ragnarok to the Norse gods—has occurred, and Loki has been
trapped in a seemingly endless purgatory, in torture, until he finds a way to escape. It
seems that he still exists in the minds of humanity and uses that as a way to our time.
Back in the ninth world (Earth), Loki finds himself sharing the mind of a teenage girl
named Jumps, who is a bit of a mess. She’s also not happy about Loki sneaking his
way into her mind since she was originally calling on Thor. Worse, her friends have also
been co-opted by the gods: Odin, Jump’s one-eyed best friend in a wheelchair, and
Freya, the pretty one. Thor escapes the netherworld as well and shares the mind of a
dog, and he finds that it suits him. Odin has a plan to bring back the Norse gods
ascendancy, but Loki has his own ideas on how things can go—and nothing goes
according to plan.
Seven o'clock, on a Monday morning, five hundred years after the end of the world, and
goblins had been at the cellar again... Maddy Smith was born with a rusty-coloured
runemark on her hand - a symbol of the old gods and definitely cause for suspicion. For
magic is dangerous. Or so everyone thinks. But Maddy enjoys working magic. Even if it
is just to control some pesky goblins. And every time her friend, One-Eye - a good-fornowt Outlander - comes by, he teaches her more and more about the gods and the
runes. Now he wants Maddy to open Red Horse Hill and descend into World Below to
retrieve a relic of the old gods. Otherwise it is likely to be the End of Everything. Again .
. . An epic romp into the heart of the old Norse tales: wild, dangerous, richly inventive
and superbly imaginative.
War takes everything. From Tinnstra, it took her family and thrust her into a conflict she
wanted only to avoid. Now her queen's sole protector, she must give all she has left to
keep Zorique safe. It has taken just as much from Jia's revolutionaries. Dren and Jax battered, tortured, once enemies themselves - must hold strong against their bruised
invaders, the Egril. For the Egril intend to wipe Jia from the map. They may have lost a
battle, but they are coming back. If Tinnstra and her allies hope to survive, Jia's heroes
will need to be ready when they do. The sequel to the darkly fantastic WE ARE THE
DEAD: with more unflinching action, A FOOL'S HOPE sees Jia's revolutionaries dig in
their heels as they learn that wars aren't won in a day. * * * * * * * * * * THE LAST WAR
Book One: We Are the Dead
The wind has always dictated Vianne Rocher's every move, buffeting her from the
French village of Lansquenet-sous-Tannes to the crowded streets of Paris. Cloaked in
a new identity, that of widow Yanne Charbonneau, she opens a chocolaterie on a small
Montmartre street, determined to still the wind at last and keep her daughters, Anouk
and baby Rosette, safe. But the weather vane soon turns, and Zozie de l'Alba blows
into their lives. Charming and enigmatic, Zozie provides the brightness that Yanne's life
needs—as her vivacity and bold lollipop shoes dazzle rebellious and impressionable
preadolescent Anouk. But beneath their new friend's benevolent façade lies a ruthless
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treachery—for devious, seductive Zozie has plans that will shake their world to pieces.
Originally published: Great Britain: Doubleday, 2016.
"Discover Norse mythology through the enthralling exploits of all-powerful Odin, mighty
Thor, and the trickster Loki."--Front jacket flap.
'I'm still rather fond of this first book of mine, in spite of all the time that has elapsed,
and in spite of the way my style has evolved.' Joanne Harris Caution - May contain
vampires. It's never easy to face the fact that a man you once loved passionately has
found the girl of his dreams, as Alice discovers when Joe introduces her to his new
girlfriend. Then Alice finds an old diary and reads about two men and the mysterious
woman who bewitched them both, buried in Grantchester churchyard half a century
ago. As the stories seem to intertwine, Alice comes to realize that her instinctive hatred
of Joe's new girlfriend may not just be due to jealousy, as she is plunged into a
nightmare world of obsession, revenge, seduction - and blood.
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